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                bNamed

                a reliable point of contact in the world of domain name registrations
            

             
                The occasionally complex world of domain names is not new, but it is constantly evolving. Fortunately, you can rely on bNamed as your steadfast point of contact: we will be delighted to guide you through the entire process of domain name registration and everything that goes with it. To start with, we do this by making sure that you can come to us for every conceivable extension. But that is not all...


How do we as a team stand head and shoulders above the rest? That is most certainly due to our unique level of support. We bring the human factor in a technical sector. We combine expertise with relieving frets and worries. We help our customers. It's as simple as that! At bNamed, you can always consider yourself at home a bit. On and offline.    
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                    Domain names

                    We help you to register your domain name correctly and securely from start to finish.

                
                More about domain names
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                    Email management

                    We offer you the possibility of linking a mailbox to your domain name. Discover our different mailboxes here.

                
                More about email management
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                    SSL certificates

                    An SSL certificate encrypts all the information on your website, so you can guarantee security for your visitors.

                
                More about SSL certificates
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                    Resellers

                    We like our resellers and we strive to make their life as easy as possible. Find out all about our reseller services here!

                
                Become a reseller
            

        

    





    
        News

        
              28 Mar
A new extension has been introduced, namely the .post extension. Previously, it was virtually impossible to register a name under the .post domain. However, the .post registry has decided to drop the rules, making it possible for everyone to register a .post domain name. [...]
  19 Feb
The Turkish registry has decided to now also allow registrations directly under .tr. Until recently, only third level .tr domain names could be registered (including .com.tr, .biz.tr, .net.tr,…) but from now on it is also possible to register a .tr domain name. Owners of [...]
  01 Feb
The recent announcement by SIDN, the registry of .nl domain names, to migrate their registration platform to Amazon Web Services (AWS), has caused significant unrest within the Dutch internet community. This decision marks a significant shift from using in-house hardware to engaging a US [...]
  23 Jan
Various blocks already exist to protect your brand name online under multiple extensions. Two new blocks will be available soon, namely the GlobalBlock and the GlobalBlock+ The GlobalBlock and GlobalBlock+ are the first blocks that allow you to protect your brand name online under [...]
  18 Jan
On January 24th the 5 following new domain extensions will be released: .diy.food.lifestyle.living.vana A wide variety of new extensions, so there is something for everyone. There are no additional conditions that you must meet to register a name under one of these extensions. The [...]

            More news
        

    

    
        What do our customers think?
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                    We maintain a portfolio of several dozens of domains, related to our brand names and related products. bNamed makes it easy for us to register those domains with any TLD, to purchase domains from others and to manage the DNS settings. And they have excellent support.

                

                Philippe Faes - Sigasi
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                    We have been working with bNamed since 2010 to purchase and protect the domain names of our HR services group.


What stands out most about bNamed is their consistently fast responsiveness and personalized customer service. At bNamed, we always receive a concrete answer to our specific questions within 24 hours.


And that is really remarkable in these times of increasingly extensive customer service automation, chatbots and call centers. 

                

                Bernard Hensmans - Elogisticsjob bv
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                    I'm a satisfied client and reseller at bNamed for already15 years, the registrar with the drive and service of a customer-friendly entrepreneur = TOP ! 

                

                Patrick Michiels - MediaMichiels & UNIZO-Temse
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                    We often get questions of our clients for international domain names and obviously it's convenient if you can find all those names at the same party. You can centralise the management of all your domain names, both national and international, at bNamed. Everything can be managed online so you always have a perfect overview. A nice extra they offer, is the possibility to use their nameservers but give them our own name.

                

                Raymond Reekers - Init3 BV
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